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Instruction Sheet
Instructions for Setup of the AMK-CB
Air Actuated Switch with Time Out Function for “On-Call” Hot Water
INSTALLATION & OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
The AMK-CB is an easily installed air actuated ON/OFF
control with time out function for any AquamotionHot
Three Circulator.





Eliminates the need for an electrical wall switch.
Simplifies installations
Operates on 115V household wall receptacle
3 prong grounded plug for protection against
electric shock.

The air switch is supplied with the following parts (See
Fig. 1)
1. Air Button
2. Push Button
3. 3 Prong Receptacle

4. Switch Box
5. Air-Tubing
6. 3 Prong Line Cord

Remove the gasket and nut from the Button Body (1).
Place the Button Body (1) through the hole in the
counter or sink.
Install the gasket and nut into the Button Body and
hand tighten.
Push the Air-Tubing (5) into the connector at the
bottom of the Button Body (1).
Push the other end of the Air-Tubing (5) into the inlet
connector of the switch box (4).
Plug the circulator line cord into the Switch Box
receptacle (3).
Plug the Line Cord (6) from the switch box into a
convenient wall receptacle.
OPERATION:
Press the Air Switch Actuator one time until you hear a
“click,” the circulator will turn on.
Power is supplied to the circulator for approximately 5
minutes after the Air Switch Actuator is pressed. The
circulator may cycle on and off during the 5 minute
period.

CAUTION: Circulator may start when the line cord
is plugged in. Unplug the line cord and wait 5
minutes before plugging it in again.

If there is no appropriate hole for mounting the Button
Body, drill a 1-3/8” (35mm) diameter hole into your
counter or sink in a location accessible to the user.
Installation (see Fig.1)
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